Until recently, power conditioners usually gave with one hand and took away with another. While they helped clean up the sound to rid the world of high-frequency hash and background noise, that came at a price and the price was stripping the sound of its dynamic range. That's slowly beginning to change, and the Denali D6000/T is part of the reason why.

Made specifically for the UK, the D6000/T uses Shunyata’s patented technologies designed to limit mains noise without sacrificing dynamic range, and the results more than speak for themselves. Our review said, “Those little niggles that exist even in a top-flight system – the slight harshness in the upper mids, the pervasive scratchiness in the mid-bass that isn’t quite undermining enough to require extensive system surgery, but never fully go away – are drastically reduced.” Our reviewer added, “This is sound less distorted, pure and simple. It sounds like your electronics are tampering with the sound less than before, almost irrespective of the type of electronics used. It's the system you bought in the first place, as it should be, and it works universally.”
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